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Monte Carlo indexing with McMaille
A. Le Baila)

Laboratoire des Fluorures, CNRS UMR 6010, Universite´ du Maine, Avenue O. Messiaen, 72085 Le Mans
Cedex 9, France

~Received 9 February 2004; accepted 23 April 2004!

A Monte Carlo code for indexing powder diffraction patterns is presented. Cell parameters are
generated randomly and tested against an idealized powder profile generated from the extractedd’s
andI ’s. Limits with this program in solving problems associated with zeropoint errors and impurity
lines are examined. Most problems (V,2000 Å3, cell parameters,20 Å) are solved in less than
1–15 min if the symmetry is as low as monoclinic~with a .2 GHz processor!; more time is needed
for triclinic cases. Attempts are shown to be successful for the indexation of two-phase samples in
simple cases~combining orthorhombic or higher symmetries!. © 2004 International Centre for
Diffraction Data. @DOI: 10.1154/1.1763152#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indexing is the first obvious door to open successfu
when one is concerned with a structure determination
powder diffractometry~SDPD!. For that purpose, the old
good 1960–1990 generation of indexing programs
proven its efficiency. Three programs emerge by a high
quency of use: ITO~Visser, 1969!, TREOR ~Werneret al.,
1985! and DICVOL ~Boultif and Louër, 1991! ~see refer-
ences for previous TREOR and DICVOL versions inside
these papers!. Because they have different limitations, usi
all these complementary programs, not only one, is gener
recommended~Werner, 2002!. The citation numbers~ISI
Web of Science! of the previous references is an order
magnitude larger than any other publication about index
software ~581, 511 and 278 citations in the ranges 197
2000, 1986–2000 and 1992–2000, for ITO, TREOR a
DICVOL, respectively!. These three famous programs a
complemented with several others into the CRYSFIRE s
~Shirley, 1999!, adding more chances of success. In spite
the availability of this impressive package, there is a renew
recent interest in trying to improve our indexing capaci
Several new programs have appeared on the market, ma
use of different either new or old approaches: genetic a
rithm with AUTOX-MRIAAU ~Zlokazov, 1992! and GAIN
~Kariuki et al., 1999!, the latter using whole profile fitting by
the Le Bail method~Le Bail et al., 1988!; EFLECH/INDEX
~Bergmann and Kleeberg, 1999! using also the original pro
file, extracting both line positions and a covariance mat
iterative use of singular value decomposition withSVD-index
within TOPAS~Coelho, 2003!; and dichotomy procedure~as
in DICVOL! with X-Cell within the Materials Studiosuite
~Neumann, 2003!. These efforts have their origin certainly i
part in the increase of the computer power. As a conseque
of the expansion of SDPD, the indexing step is appear
more as a bottleneck due to some known difficulties ass
ated with bad data~zeropoint error, inaccuracy, impurities,..!
or special cases~flat cells, ill-crystallized compounds!. The
powder diffraction community has adopted some well kno
sentences about indexing which are highlighting these d

a! Electronic mail: alb@cristal.org
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culties. Some texts in the program manuals or advice in
output files have passed in the usual language: ‘‘indexin
more an art than a science,’’ ‘‘it is entirely the users respo
sibility to decide whether any of the suggested unit cells
the correct cell’’~ITO!, ‘‘powder indexing works beautifully
on good data, but with poor data it will usually not work
all’’ ~Shirley, 1980!, ‘‘DICVOL proposes solutions, the use
disposes of them’’~DICVOL!, etc. These sentences are a
discouraging to newcomers in the field, facing a huge list
more or less improbable cells with low figures of merit. U
ers do not always have the chance to record their own
terns and may feel disarmed. So, there is a real need for
programs able to solve those reputed impossible cases:
tures where many impurity lines are present, patterns w
big zeropoint error~though this should not occur!, or when
line broadening intrinsic to the sample is making synchrot
radiation almost useless. Users now want solutions f
without thinking too much, ignoring that ‘‘part of the beau
of SDPD does consist in its complexity, i.e., in the lack
complete automatism as well as in the necessity of a car
and sagacioushuman interpretation of the experimenta
data,’’ as said by an anonymous reviewer of the pres
manuscript.

The McMaille ~the French word ‘‘maille’’ means cell,
pronounce ‘‘MacMy’’! computer program code was writte
up by the end of 2002 in order to explore the Monte Ca
possibilities ~Le Bail, 2002! for indexing powder patterns
bearing in mind the main indexing problems leading to fa
ure, and trying to overcome them.

II. THE CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC PROBLEM

The basic principles were described many times, in
most all references given in the Introduction, and in seve
review papers~for instance, Loue¨r, 1992, Werner, 2002, Shir
ley, 2003!. For the method used here, it is sufficient to kno
that McMaille operates in the parameters space. Once a
of cell parameters is selected randomly, the correspond
peak positions can be calculated directly by the usual
mula, and compared to the observed ones, and the M
indices are assigned.
2496/2004/19(3)/249/6/$22.00 © 2004 JCPDS-ICDD
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III. McMAILLE ALGORITHM

In a first approach, it was expected to model the r
whole powder pattern, like it is done in the GAIN progra
~Kariuki et al., 1999!. But in spite of the use of the Le Ba
profile-fitting procedure~Le Bail et al., 1988!, which is or-
ders of magnitude faster than least-squares fitting of in
vidual intensities @Pawley method~Pawley, 1981!#, the
GAIN program seems to remain slow, so that only sm
tetragonal and orthorhombic cells were shown to be ind
able~with cell parameters smaller than 6 Å!. Fitting the raw
powder pattern needs to use sophisticated profile shape
producing the background, and this is paid by heavy ca
lations which are not a real problem if only tens of iteratio
are concerned~when extracting peak intensities or refinin
structures!, but indexing may need to test millions of ce
parameter combinations. Rather than retain whole-r
profile fitting, a first McMaille version tried to fit a pseud
powder pattern built up by using a Gaussian peak shape
full widths at half maximum~FWHM! following the (U, V,
W) Caglioti law characterizing standard patterns from
used diffractometer, the peaks having positions and inte
ties obtained from the application of a peak hunting so
ware, for instance, PowderX~Dong, 1999! or WinPlotr
~Roisnel and Rodriguez-Carvajal, 2001!. It was found that a
Monte Carlo process, which will randomly propose cell p
rameters, would have better chances of success if the FW
were enlarged rather than narrowed. This does not mea
all that data would not have to be accurate. On the contr
this just means that using enlarged peaks, centered arou
very accurate position, would give more chance for the p
cess to detect quickly a minima in the figure of merit~FoM!
surface, starting from cell parameters decisively more dif
ent from the final ones than if the FWHM were too narro
The more the ‘‘observed’’ peaks of the idealized powder p
file are large, the more you have chances to intercept them
the calculated peaks. But at the cell refinement stage,
mainly the position accuracy which is important. It will lea
effectively to low R values~exact overlapping correspond
to R50,) allowing us to distinguish the true solution fro
bad proposals. As FoM, the conventional Rietveld~1969! RP
value was retained. A problem was that the yet simple Ga
ian peak shape, combined with three to four iterations of
Rietveld ~1969! decomposition formula~the so-called Le
Bail method! for fitting the pattern, needed too much com
puter time. There is no idea of the time needed for index
a small orthorhombic cell in the Kariukiet al. paper~1999!.
By using a computer running McMaille at 2.4 GHz, on
fragment of pseudo powder pattern built up from 20 pe
positions and intensities, it was possible to test 103 cells per
second in cubic symmetry and much less in lower symm
tries ~300 cells per second in triclinic!. This was really not
fast enough.

Then, an even simpler columnar peak shape was tes
not applying any Le Bail fit, but theR factor was estimated
from the percentage of inclusion of the calculated colum
inside of the ‘‘observed’’ ones. Of course, the calculated c
umn intensities were set equal to the ‘‘observed’’ ones~Fig-
ure 1!. The calculations were 20 times faster~20 000 tests per
second in cubic cases and 6000 in triclinic!, leading to pos-
sibilities for indexing in any crystal system in more reaso
able times~in a matter of seconds for high symmetry a
250 Powder Diffr., Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2004
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minutes for low symmetries including monoclinic and tr
clinic cells!. However, such times are relevant to the exam
nation of a restricted domain of volume (DV5500 Å3) and
of cell parameters (,20 Å). Examining all symmetries in a
quite large domain, from 20 starting lines, may require hou
if not a night of calculations, testing up to 109 cell parameter
combinations. Also, these times are true only if there is
tolerated impurity line. Allowing for extraneous peaks co
siderably decreases the speed.

Four tricks have a part in the success of the Monte Ca
process, changing randomly one parameter at a time,
parameter being itself selected randomly, depending on
symmetry~from one to six parameters, zeropoint fixed!:

a—Cells are retained for further examination ifR is
smaller than a user defined value (R1;50%).

b—Cells are also retained for further examination if
theN observed peaks~minus a number of tolerated impurit
peaksN8 defined by the user! are ‘‘explained,’’ whatever the
R value.

c—Further examination means that if a or b conditio
are fulfilled, then the cell parameters are adjusted by a Mo
Carlo process, testing randomly 200 to 5000 small param
changes~cubic to triclinic case, respectively!. That way,R
can decrease from 50%~case a! or larger~possibly in case b!
to the minima~usually less than 10%!, which a least-square
refinement process would not have allowed.

d—Memory is kept of new parameters if they improveR
in 85% of the cases~in order to escape from false minima!.
Tests of efficiency of the process were made for various p
centages~Table I!.

The flow diagram for McMaille is shown in Figure 2
The user also decides on a limitR2 for R below which a cell
proposal will be kept in the final list, and on a limitR3
below which a solution is considered as being very proba
the correct solution so that the program can stop.

McMaille can run in two main modes. A press-butto
automated ‘‘black-box’’ mode for which very little informa
tion is provided by the user: 20 lines positions and inten
ties, the wavelength, an estimated zeropoint and the prog
then uses default values in order to explore all symmet
within predefined cell parameters and volumes ranges~Table
II !. This is practical for a first exploration. If this automate
mode fails, then the manual mode is recommended, allow
one to explore outside of the default values.

Figure 1. Comparison between a real pattern and the idealized pattern~zero-
background, columnar peak-shape! on which is working McMaille. This
case is sample 3 (C61Br2) of the SDPD Round Robin 2~Le Bail and Cran-
swick, 2003!, http://www.cristal.org/sdpdrr2/.
250A. Le Bail
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A cumbersome grid-search approach is also imp
mented, sometimes useful in special cases. For instance
flat cell has been detected, this grid-search mode allows
to fix the two large cell parameters and to explore only
difficult-to-find small parameter.

IV. SPECIAL FEATURES

At the end of the automated ‘‘black box’’ mode exec
tion, McMaille produces a file ready for the manual mod
which needs more details (R1, R2, R3 values, etc.!.

In order to save computing time with the generation
Miller indices, lists ofhkl are predetermined~400 to 1000
triplets! for every crystal system and saved in files read o
at the beginning. Their attribution to the experimental pe
does not necessitate any reordering~which would be too
long!. If a calculated profile does not intercept any observ
one, then the correspondinghkl set is simply considered a
unobserved, and not taken into account.

Due to these possible long executing times, there is
on-screen summary appearing, and it is possible to cance
job, whereas saving the results by pressing the K~capital
letter! keystroke, the program checks for this occurence
ery 30 000 Monte Carlo cell combinations.

Figure 2. Flow diagram for McMaille.

TABLE I. Optimization effects with various probability values~probability
P to accept a new cell parameter if the fit is not improved! are given the
number of times the correct answer is found for the same number of M
Carlo steps. The tendency is to work better withP;15%, as a mean, avoid
ing being trapped in a false minima. Tests 1–6 are the filenames of exa
cases in the distributed McMaille package.P: a value of 15 means that fo
15% of the cells tested, a parameter change may be accepted even
change does not lead to anyR decrease or number of indexed reflectio
improvement~no change means that you keep the previous parameter
changed!. P5100: change always accepted even if it does not improve
fit. P50: change not accepted at all if it does not improve the fit.

P ~%!

0 15 30 45 60 75 100

Test 1—orthorhombic 41 45 32 27 15 6 1
Test 2—rhombohedral 28 41 40 28 17 10 6
Test 4—monoclinic 47 60 46 45 25 19 2
Test 6—triclinic 36 42 36 24 18 12 12
251 Powder Diffr., Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2004
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A strategy for trying index large cells~proteins for in-
stance! is to rescale the data by dividing the wavelength b
factor up to 10, overcoming the default maximum cell vo
umes, and allowing one to use the automated mode. H
ever, there is no such need for rescaling in the manual m

The fact that the program does not produce a list
possible space groups for the most probable cells may
considered as a limitation, and that process could be im
mented in the next version updates.

V. IMPURITY LINES AND BEYOND: INDEXING
MULTIPHASE PATTERNS

In automated mode, the default is to tolerate three im
rity lines. In manual mode, the user decides by two con
parameters,N8, the maximum number of unindexed line
and R2, allowing consideration of only proposals withR
,R2. FixingR2 at 15% means that cell proposals explaini
at least 85% of the peak’s total intensity will be listed. A
impurity should not concern more than 10%–15% of t
total intensity. But the number of~small! peaks belonging to
the impurity can be high. The main problem here with M
Maille is that the speed decreases for largeN8 values. How-
ever, this relative insensitivity to impurities is a strong po
of McMaille. The systematic study of impurity line inclusio
has shown that, provided the total intensity of the impur
lines is less than 15% of the grand total intensity, then
have the following.

~i! With less than 35%~in number! of the impurity lines,
McMaille generally provides the correct cell in to
position. However, the figures of merit decrease.

~ii ! With 35%–50% of the impurity lines, McMaille may
still propose the correct cell, but generally not in fir
position. Thus it is more difficult to locate it.

Tests for indexing simultaneously two phases in a m
ture were also made. Multiple synthesis in varying con
tions, or thermal behavior, should reveal the multiphase
ture of a sample. It is much better to adjust the synthe
conditions, and even if the phases cannot be prepared as
phases, intensity variations should allow one to define
peaks belonging to one or the other phase. But if really o
wants to attempt indexing of a mixture, then there is a cos
pay when using McMaille. In the one-phase mode, McMa
tests forNi.N2N8 (Ni being the number of indexed line
that should be larger than the difference between the t
number of linesN and the number of tolerated unindexe
linesN8). In a two-phase mode,N8 has to be larger thanN/2,

te

le

hat

n-
e

TABLE II. Default conditions in the automated ‘‘black-box’’ mode. Maxi
mum number of Monte Carlo events, maximum cell parameters (P max),
maximum volumes (V max). In orthorhombic, monoclinic and triclinic sym
metries, the volumes are explored in four parts, successively.

Symmetry Max MC events P max ~Å! V max (Å3)

cubic V max30.5 33d max (33d max)3

hex./rhomb./tetra. 43105 30 4000
orthorhombic 43106 20 500-1000-1500-2000
monoclinic 43107 20 500-1000-1500-2000
triclinic 43109 20 250-500-750-1000
251Monte Carlo indexing with McMaille
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TABLE III. Unit-cell dimensions as suggested by McMaille for selected PDF-2 powder patterns~most of them Grant-in-Aid, unindexed! in automated mode
~unless specified!. N/U are the total number of lines and the number of unindexed lines. All these cases would need further work~recording a new powder
pattern! for confirmation. These results are taken from the UPPW round robin~Unindexed Powder Pattern of the Week! http://sdpd.univ-lemans.fr/uppw/.

PDF Formula a ~Å! b ~Å! c ~Å! a b g V(Å 3) N/U M~20! F~20!

43-1748 C7H17ClN2O2 8.853 16.400 7.135 90 93.82 90 1033.7 26/8 17 54~0.009, 43!a

44-1791 C26H32F2O7 11.739 13.891 15.236 90 90 90 2484.5 30/1 19 49~0.008, 49!b

44-1794 C18H22Cl2N2 15.644 10.090 11.814 90 106.18 90 1790.9 20/1 20 47~0.008, 52!
45-1677 C17H11NO 14.005 16.675 4.772 90 90 90 193.2 0/0 20 45~0.011, 40!
46-1964 C7H17ClN2O2 8.884 16.430 7.143 90 93.85 90 1040.2 35/3 12 31~0.014, 46!a

48-2476 C15H13NO3 14.664 ? 10.651 ? 96.39 ? ? 46/3 40 72~0.009, 31!c

49-2190 C14H9NO4 10.618 8.501 13.808 90 98.23 90 1233.6 28/0 20 40~0.012, 43!
51-1595 Kx(Al xSi12x)O2 .H2O 7.473 18.379 13.964 90 99.39 90 1883.3 25/0 21 46~0.008, 53!
51-1948 C16H26O5 10.502 13.896 11.158 90 90 90 1628.3 25/0 18 29~0.010, 71!
52-0231 d-Zn2P2O7 9.208 6.158 9.495 90 95.54 90 535.9 20/1 15 21~0.011, 83!
53-1910 C8H13MgNO6 18.411 8.913 8.373 90 90 90 1374.0 24/0 14 19~0.009, 108!

aIn manual mode with a20.10°(2u) zeropoint error corrected.
bIn manual mode.
cIf b53.21(Å), which is uncertain.
Note: 43-1748 and 46-1964 are two PDF entries corresponding both to bethanechol chloride C7H17ClN2O2 .
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so that this considerably increases the number of possibil
that will have to be examined, and adjusted by the Mo
Carlo process. The same effect is due to the necessar
crease ofR1 to more than 50%. The consequence is a d
matic decrease of the program speed, so that examining
symmetry two-phase cases becomes prohibitive. The lim
R2 and R3 themselves have to be increased to more t
50%. McMaille finally examines all the combinations of th
suggested cells two by two so as to locate the best globa
The conclusions about two-phase indexing with McMai
are that, provided at least 30 lines are examined with 13
lines belonging to each phase, and 40%–60% of the t
intensity distributed to each phase, then the program app
to be able to produce solutions in reasonable times (,1 h)
for combinations of two phases either cubic or hexagona
tetragonal or orthorhombic. The monoclinic and triclin
cases were not examined~being too long!.

VI. ZEROPOINT

Due to aW parameter defined in McMaille, a kind o
enlarged peak width that it is preferable to set at two or th
times more than the real FWHM, the program is able
provide some tolerance to a zeropoint error. Imagine t
there is a 60.03°(2u) zeropoint error, and thatW
50.30°(2u) ~suggested by the program for a 1.54056
wavelength!. Then at least theR value can be already as low
as 10%, and will be in fact lower, since there will be som
accomodation of the cell parameters in order to decreasR
~some of the calculated reflections will match better than
0.03 error!. So, it is estimated that McMaille has a natur
tolerance to a zeropoint error up to 0.05°(2u). Note, how-
ever, that the suggestedW value in automated mode i
@(0.3* l)/1.54056#, so that for a wavelength close to 0.7 Å
as frequently retained for synchrotron radiation, the ab
tolerance will be reduced by a factor of 2. Fortunately, ze
point errors are usually very small with synchrotron da
because of the parallel beam and optimized geometry.
252 Powder Diffr., Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2004
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VII. TEST CASES

Several test cases are distributed with McMaille, most
them taken from the other indexing programs package
more recent example is described below, the case of
thanechol chloride C7H17ClN2O2, also called carbamyl-b-
methylcholine chloride. That compound was the subject
two ICDD Grant-in-Aids ~43-1748 and 46-1964! and was
included in the list of UPPWs~Unindexed Powder Pattern o
the Week!, a kind of permanent indexing round robin on th
Internet~http://sdpd.univ-lemans.fr/uppw/!, reported in Table
III. No competitor could provide any convincing indexatio
not even McMaille. So, it was decided to record a new p
tern. The sample was from the Se´ratec Company. When on
disposes only of Bragg Brentano geometry-based diffrac
meters, it is advisable for SDPD purpose to perform at le
two powder patterns, one with a sample pressed in orde
have the better resolution~Figure 3! for indexing and the
other managed for limiting preferred orientation effects~Fig-
ure 4! for structure solving. Not having access to spray d
ing, you can apply a technique of dusting your sam
through a fine sieve on a frosty glass holder—because th
much better than using a vertically side-loaded horizon

Figure 3. Powder pattern of bethanechol chloride used for peak pos
extraction prior to indexing. Sample pressed with huge preferred orienta
effect, silicium zero-background holder. Bragg-Brentano, CuKa, corrected
for Ka2 , FWHM;0.10(2u)° ~0.04 for LaB6 in the same conditions!.
252A. Le Bail
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holder. Anyway, with these new powder patterns of b
thanechol chloride, every competitor succeeded easily
finding the cell. The results from McMaille in automate
mode were a58.875(4)(Å), b516.407(7)(Å), c
57.141(3)(Å), b593.82(2)(°), M(20)552, F(20)5127
~0.005, 31!. ~These FoM would be even better if theP21 /n
space group systematic extinctions were considered in ca
lating the number of theoretical lines.! Going back to the
ICDD entries, it was observed that both presented many
purity lines and had a zeropoint of the order-of20.10°(2u).
Any self-calibration from these original data failed to es
mate that zeropoint error. It may seem easy afterward
consider how a failure could have been avoided, but let
have a look back to these 43-1748 and 46-1964 entries
least, was it possible to index knowing the correct zeropo
The answer is yes with McMaille in spite of the impuri
lines ~Table III!. There were 8 impurity lines among the fir
26 lines for the 43-1748 entry~Figure 5! and 3 impurity lines
among the first 35 for the 46-1964 entry. This means t

Figure 4. Le Bail fit on the powder pattern of bethanechol chloride~using
FULLPROF, P21 /n space group!. Sample dusted through a sieve on a s
cium zero-background holder with a slight pressure by a sheet of pap
order to obtain a better plane surface. Preferred orientation is not compl
removed, these conditions lead to a lower resolution with FWH
;0.25(2u)°.

Figure 5. Idealized powder pattern with Gaussian peak shape, reconstr
from PDF 43-1748, bethanechol chloride, at the end of the McMaille exe
tion ~after correction of a20.10(2u)° zeropoint!, displayed by WinPLOTR.
There are 8 unexplained lines among the first 26 observed ones. The
four lines at low diffraction angle are half of these impurity lines. This do
not preclude McMaille to find the correct cell in first position.
253 Powder Diffr., Vol. 19, No. 3, September 2004
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finding the solution with an automatic process would need
examine possible zeropoint errors larger than those natu
tolerated by the program algorithm@McMaille can find solu-
tions in spite of a zeropoint error of the order ofu0.05u°(2u),
maximum#. Given the current slowness of McMaille,
would be prohibitive to add this systematic exploration
zeropoint values in the automated process. Adding the
ropoint as a supplementary parameter in the Monte C
calculations is also very demanding in time and was
made.The zeropoint problem is really something to be solv
before indexing, either by self-calibration or, if this results i
a dubious estimation, by mixing the sample with a referen
compound. Finally, it was considered to write a new table
dobs, dcalc andI ’s from this study of bethanechol chloride i
order to replace these 43-1748 and 46-1964 PDF ent
However, owing to that preferred orientation problem, t
dobs would have to be taken from the high resolution patte
~Figure 3! and theI obs from the low resolution pattern~Fig-
ure 4!, a kind of impossible task. It seems better to wait f
the crystal structure determination~Le Bail and Stephens, to
be published! and its inclusion into the Cambridge Structur
Database from which ICDD will calculate the powder pa
tern.

VIII. SOFTWARE
A. Software environment

McMaille is written in Fortran 77 and has been impl
mented under the Microsoft Windows operating system a
console application by using the Compaq Visual Fortr
compiler.

B. Program specifications

Input: In automated mode, the input resumes to a t
title line, a second line with three values, the wavelength,
zeropoint and a code (53) specifying the use of the ‘‘black
box’’ mode, then further lines giving couples of 2u @or d(Å)]
and intensities values are required. In manual mode, the
put is more complex, requiring upper and lower limitsR1,
R2, R3 for the Monte Carlo search, as well as the definiti
of the symmetries in which the indexing will be performe
the peak widthW, the number of tolerated unindexed pea
N8, and the maximum numbers of Monte Carlo events.

Output: The information used as input above is show
and the results of the indexing are listed classified accord
to theR values, the volume, and the number of time a sa
solution was found. The most probable cell parameters
finally least-squared refined together with a zeropoint and
M (20) andF(20) figures of merit are calculated~DeWolf,
1968; Smith and Snyder, 1979!. A final plot is produced by
McMaille, which can be displayed by WinPLOTR. Othe
software compatible with the McMaille outputs are CHEK
CELL and CRYSFIRE. A recommended next step for est
lishing the cell veracity is to extract the intensities by who
profile fitting, using either the Pawley or Le Bail method
~Figure 4!, for instance by applying FULLPROF~Rodriguez-
Carvajal, 1990!. And the final proof will be obtained if the
structure is solved, whatever the method, and then fin
refined by the Rietveld method.
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C. Documentation and availability

The program can be downloaded through the Intern
distributed under the GNU Public license~open source!. It
can be used free of charge for academic research purp
The URL of the program is http://www.cristal.org
McMaille/. Documentation, including examples, is availab
at this URL. There is a full manual and a shortened one
the simplified automated mode users.

IX. CONCLUSION

Again, it is emphasized here that accurate data are
sential when facing a powder pattern indexation proble
The method used in McMaille appears to be promising. T
program is already quite efficient if the user is not in t
much of a hurry and possesses a fast computer. A fa
algorithm would be required, or faster computers, for cons
ering impurity lines and two-phase problems~options in Mc-
Maille which are recommended to be used cautiously!. The
program needs some skills in manual mode, but there is
most nothing to do in the automated mode~except finding
the zeropoint!. Users with computing knowledge may decid
to improve the available source code. Exploiting complet
the potential of the method by using really the raw profi
instead of an idealized one will have to wait for much fas
computers. As a final comment, it must be said that, l
most indexing programs, McMaille will not always prese
the correct solution in first position. For recognizing the ve
best solution in the output, the user has to find the cell p
posal corresponding to the smallestR factor, with highest
symmetry and smallest volume, indexing the largest num
of peaks. This is sometimes not an easy task, although
dered lists of most probable cells are proposed for eac
these above criteria.
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